3. Justin I and Justinian I (joint reign; 527).

Constantinople; 40 nummi.

MIBE 4. DNIVSTIN E IVSTINIANPPAVC.

Profile bust right.
M between star and cross, officina letter beneath, CON below.

3.1.
Officina A.
D. O. -.
15.63 gms. 190. 643.99.

Contrast the image of Justinian I's coinage with the profile bust right of Justin I's.

Constantinople; 20 nummi.

MIBE 5. DNIVSTIN EIVSTINIANPPAVC.

Profile bust right.
K, between cross and officina letter; stars above and beneath.

3.2.
Officina Δ.
D. O. -.
6.46 gms. 170. 241.88.

Observe the difference in origin and weight between Justinian I and Justin I.

Nicomedia; 40 nummi.

MIB 7. DNIVSTIN ( )INV.

Profile bust right.
M between star and cross, officina letter beneath, NIKM below.

3.3.*
Officina A.
D. O. 12.
18.14 gms. 180. 1030.05. 1

Distinguish Justinian I's coinage from Justin I's.

MIB 8. DNIV( )NIVSTNAC.

Profile bust right.
M between crosses, officina letter beneath, NIKM below.

3.4.
Officina B.
D. O. -.
16.68 gms. 220. 1383.08. 2

Note the variation in design elements between Justinian I and Justin I's coinage.
Cyzicus; 40 nummi.

MIB 9. ( ) IVSTINV.
Profile bust right.
M between crosses, officina letter beneath,
KYZ below.

3.5.*
Officina B.
D. O. - .
16.27 gms. 180.
1561.11.

Antioch; 40 nummi.

MIB 10. ( ) NVSPPAVCI DNONIVST( ).
Two busts facing each wearing cuirass and paludamentum; cross between.
M between stars, officina letter beneath,
ANTIX below.

3.6.
Officina A.
D. O. (14).
15.55 gms. 000.
583.96.

Antioch; 20 nummi.

MIB 11. Legend largely off flan.
Two busts facing, each wearing cuirass and paludamentum; cross between.
K, to left, cross between A/T and N/X, to right, officina letter.

3.7.
Officina Δ.
D. O. (15).
6.79 gms. 150.
1641.12.

Antioch; 10 nummi.

MIB 12. DNIVSTIN V EIVSTINIANVSPPAVC.
Two busts facing, each wearing cuirass and paludamentum.
I between crosses, officina letter followed by inscription around, ANTX below.

3.8.*
ACON CO( ).
D. O. - .
2.93 gms. 180.
862.02.

3.9.*
BCON COPD.
D. O. 16, var.
3.31 gms. 330.
704.01.
Antioch; 5 nummi.

MIB 13. DNIVSTIN V EIVSTINIANVPPAVC.

Two busts facing, each wearing cuirass and paludamentum.
Tyche of Antioch within arch; Ε to left.

3.10.*
D. O. 17.
1.83 gms. 180.
705.01.

REFERENCES AND GENERAL NOTES

3.3. Obverse die-link to Sear (BCV) 128.
3.5. Almost certainly officina B. The Z of the mint signature KYZ is retrograde. The precise rarity of this coin is hard to determine. MIBE lists three coins from officina A. The same work lists four coins from officina B to which may be added three coins from the so-called "Christov Family Collection" sold by Goldberg in 2010 and three that once belonged to the Peter Lee collection, plus a further specimen recorded by Coin Archive Com. Another specimen of indeterminate officina was sold on eBay in about 2005. There may, of course, be a little duplication within this list. It seems likely that the reverse dies from officina B were paired with a single obverse die since all known specimens seem to be die-linked by obverse. Only two coins from officina A are illustrated: the MIBE specimen (Belgrade; Prahovo Hoard) and one in the Rafah Hoard (Numismatic Chronicle 1978).
3.8. MIBE 12 notes the mint signature as ANTIX. Officina A appears to be unpublished, although it was listed electronically by Spink and Son Ltd in autumn 2002.
3.9. MIB 12, var. D. O. and MIBE note BCONCOPDI and ANTIX; see Sherborn, C. D., Numismatic Circular 1914, p. 635.
3.10. The obverse legend is unusually complete.

1 Baldwins, October 2005.
2 June 2008, Carroll F. Wales collection, Morton and Eden, 11-12 June, ex lot 1164.
3 Marc Breispacher, August 2008; ex Peter Lee collection.
4 CNG sale 289 (October 2012), lot 427.
5 Baldwins, February 2001 Fixed Price List.